A hybrid genetic algorithm for estimating the equilibrium potential of an ion-selective electrode.
Non-linear equations can be used to model the measured potential of ion-selective electrodes (ISEs) as a function of time. This can be done by using non-linear least squares regression to fit parameters of non-linear equations to an ISE response curve. In iterative non-linear least squares regression (which can be considered as local optimisers), the determination of starting parameter estimates that yield convergence to the global optimum can be difficult. Starting values away from the global optimum can lead to either abortive divergence or convergence to a local optimum. To address this issue, a global optimisation technique was used to find initial parameter estimates near the global optimum for subsequent further refinement to the absolute optimum. A genetic algorithm has been applied to two non-linear equations relating the measured potential from selected ISEs to time. The parameter estimates found from the genetic algorithm were used as starting values for non-linear least squares regression, and subsequent refinement to the absolute optimum. This approach was successfully used for both expressions with measured data from three different ISEs; namely, calcium, chloride and lead ISEs.